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PREFACE

"The concept of an annual field tripponsored by the
Harrisburg Area Geological Society (HAGS) resulted from an
informal post-meeting discussion following a monthly meeting
in 1981. Although members and friends of HAGS may work in
specialized areas related to geology, they may not have an
opportunity to gain a broad perspective of the problems and
resources typical to the area. Therefore, in an attempt to
promote an awareness of the geologic setting of South-Central
Pennsylvania, HAGS decided to sponsor an annual spring field
trip which would appeal to geologists with diverse interests
and professional backgrounds.

Noel Potter organized the first trip to the Blue Ridge
province in Pennsylvania in 1982. This second trip is a
traverse along the Susquehanna River from Harrisburg to
Wrightsville. However, these excursions barely touch the
surface of an extremely diverse region. We would challenge
and encourage others to come forward with ideas and leadership
suggestions for proposed future trips."*

This 3rd Annual field trip would not have been possible
without the consent and cooperation of the following mining
companies in York County: the County Line Quarry, York
Stone and Supply Co., and the J. E. Baker Company. We
extend our appreciation to them for allowing us visitation
rights. We are also indebted to Bill Sevon for his
editorial advice and preparation of the road log and
to Karen Cupp for preparation of the figures.

Bob Ganis
Dave Hopkins

*From the Preface of the 2nd Annual Guidebook.
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INTRODUCT ION

Objectives and Scope . The York Valley, the area covered by this

field trip, is one of the most important industrial mineral pro-

ducing districts of the state. We will review the stratigraphy,

structural style, and economic geology of this district primarily

by visiting operating mineral deposits. Operating quarries are

normally difficult places to obtain permission to visit, and this

trip offers a unique opportunity to see geology that has very

limited accessibility to the general public. The places to

be visited are key localities which elucidate the geology because

of the extensive exposures available for study.

Our trip will focus on the area between the Susquehanna

River and Abbottstown north of the Martic line and south of the

Triassic Basin. We will essentially start with the oldest rocks

and work our way up the stratigraphic column.

The area covered by the trip was the focus of a monumental

piece of geologic mapping begun in 1922 and completed in 1937

by Anna and George Stose. The Geology of the Hanover-York

District of Pennsylvania (1944) stands as a remarkable

testament to the Stose's ability and insight. We will be

retracing the stratigraphic succession first identified by the

Stoses. That is one of the major objectives of the trip.

Later refinements of sedimentological and stratigraphic interpre-

tations by John Rodgers (1968) and Gregory S. Gohn (1976) will

be entertained as well.

We hope to point out that the structural style of the York

Valley demonstrates a distinct pattern that can be compared or
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contrasted to other structural terrains in the region. We would

like to pose some questions concerning the magnitude of deformation

in the York Valley. We stress the preliminary nature of our

suggestions and the need for continued dialogue and research

before definitive conclusions can be reached.

Another objective of this trip is to explain and describe

the economic mineral importance of these rocks and how geologic

mapping plays an important role in supporting economic develop-

ment. We will be visiting 4 mineral operations (5 quarries)

collectively producing mineral aggregates, brick glaze, whiting,

( white limestone fillers), agricultural limestone, and dolomite

refractories.

GEOLOGIC OVERVIEW

Boundaries . This field trip will concern itself with the York-

Hanover portion of the Conestoga Valley. This narrow valley

trends northeast-southwest across the central section of York

County. The field trip route will traverse the entire length

of the valley within York County beginning with Stop 1 at the

eastern edge, and ending with Stop 7 near the western boundary

of the county (Fig. 1).

The York-Hanover portion of the Conestoga Valley consists

of a series of Cambrian to lower Ordovician carbonate rocks

occurring in a highly faulted synclinorium. The carbonates

are bounded to the south by lower Cambrian clastics and to

the north by overlapping(?) Triassic sediments. The field trip

will visit sites progressing through the lower Cambrian clastics,

the Cambrian and lower Ordovician carbonates, and will end at the

largest unconformity exposed in the area, that between Precambrian
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metabasalts and the Triassic New Oxford Formation.

Previous Work . Although the carbonate rocks of York County

have been studied since the time of the First Pennsylvania

Geologic Survey, the first comprehensive study of these

rocks was completed by George W. Stose and Anna Jonas

Stose C Stose and Jonas (1933), Stose and Jonas (1939),

Stose and Stose (19 ) 4)?. It is the work of these two

individuals that will be used as the framework for this

field trip. The work completed by the Stoses is not with-

out some errors, but considering the complexity of the

geology, they were able to do a remarkable job. Much of

the complex mapping problem in this valley is caused by

the difficulty in distinguishing between similar rock types

from different formations. Dolomites found in the Ledger

and Kinzers Formations may be physically identical and the

same can be said for white marble that is found in both

formations. In addition, many of the clastic units in the

valley may have similar characteristics. Compounding this

problem are areas where limestone and dolomite are intimately

interbedded making formation identification extremely difficult.

Considering that the early field work was based only on scattered

outcrops, small quarries, and shallow drill holes, it is easy

to see how a few mistakes could be made. Most of the large

quarry openings available today were not available to the Stoses.

As a result, the Stoses' geologic map is accurate in some places

and not in others, and should be used with a great deal of caution.
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A more recent work concerning this portion of the Valley

was completed in 1976 by G. S. Gohn as a PhD dissertation.

Gohn's work dealt with the sedimentology, stratigraphy, and

paleogeography of the valley, and does not consider any struc-

tural implications. Gohn's work is a refinement of the strati-

graphy developed by the Stoses'.

A point of contention has developed conerning the

deposition of the Conestoga limestone in this valley. Stose

and Jonas (1933), Rodgers (1968), and Gohn (1976) have

offered different opinions as to the depth of water, and the

nature of the unconformity, if any. This point should be

kept in mind during the trip.

Gohn's work should be referred to for an extensive

bibliography on the geology of this area. Comparisons and

correlations between the York and Lancaster sections of the

Conestoga Valley are beyond the scope of this trip refer to

Campbell (1969), Meisler (1968), and Rodgers (1968) , although

open discussion concerning such comparisons will be encouraged.

Of particular interest would be comments regarding the amount

of deformation seen in the York Valley as it compares to the

Lancaster Valley.

Stratigraphy . The rocks of the York Valley can be sub-divided

into two broad groups, the older clastics and the younger carbonates:

1. Clastics of the York Valley

Chickies Formation - Along the north side of the valley

the lowest Cambrian(?) unit is the Chickies Quartzite. At

its type locality the Chickies is a massive, well-bedded,
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white, vitreous quartzite with some interbedded phyllite.

An interesting trace fossil Scolitithus linearis is common

in this formation, and will be found in great abundance

at Stop No. 2. The Chickies Quartzite contains a basal

member, the Hellam Conglomerate, that will not be visited

during this trip (see Stop 6, 2nd Annual HAGS Trip). Beneath

the Chickies are metavolcanics in unconformable(?) contact.

On the south side of the valley the Chickies Quartzite is

replaced by the Chickies Slate, which generally consists of

black, shiny slate with some interbedded quartzite. The

Hellam Conglomerate member is again present at the base of

the formation. The Chickies Formation has an estimated

thickness of 550 to 900 ft.

Harpers Formation - The Harpers which will be visited

at Stop 1, 2, and 6 is typically composed of a dark gray,

quartzose phyllite with some quartzite beds in the upper

part along the north side of the valley. Along the south

side of the valley the formation is typically a gray-green

phyllite with thin quartzite bands that are locally well

developed. An estimated thickness for this formation is

800 to 1,000 ft.

Antietam Formation - The Antietam is the youngest for-

mation in the lower Cambrian clastic sequence. The Antietam

is generally composed of 200 to 230 ft of gray-green phyllitic

to quartzitic rock. Both upper and lower contacts are grada-

tional. Near to the contact with the overlying Vintage

Dolomite (Stop No. 1), sulfide mineralization occurs in
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both formations according to Gohn (1976). The upper part

of the Antietam is slightly fossilferous and indicates

an early Cambrian age.

2. Carbonates of the York Valley

Vintage Formation - The Vintage Formation is the oldest

carbonate unit within the valley. Stose and Stose (l94) refer

to the Vintage as a dolomite, but limestone is an important

constituent of the formation. The lower part of the

formation is generally composed of what Stose and Stose

refer to as a mud-lump dolomite, and the upper section is

usually fairly pure fine-grained limestone. These upper

limestone beds are usually not exposed in the eastern

part of the valley.

There is a drastic difference in thickness of the

Vintage from the north side of the valley to the south side.

In the vicinity of Emigsville and Thomasville the thickness

has been estimated at nearly 1,000 ft., which thins to

approximately 280 ft., at County Line Quarry (formerly

Klines Quarry; Stop No. 1) on the south side of the valley.

Gohn (1976) indicates that the upper part of Vintage is very

fossilferous at numerous localities. Again, an early Cambrian

age is indicated.

Kinzers Formation - The Kinzers Formation was divided

into three mappable members by the Stases. Gohn has informally

named these members, the Emigsville (base), Thomasville, and

Longs Park (top). The Emigsville Member has been further

divided by Gohn into two units, a basal sequence of
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argillaceous dolomites and dolomitized limestones, which

grades upward into a unit of fossilferous blue-gray phyllite

(Stop No. 3). This unit varies in thickness from 100 to 250 ft.

The middle member of the Kinzers, Gohn's Thomasville, is

the unit of greatest economic importance in the York Valley.

This member is typically composed of limestones of variable

chemistry. It is this unit that contains the pure white

marble that is so extensively quarried at York Stone and

Supply Company's Pit No. 1 (Stop 4), the National Gypsum

and White Pigment Quarries south of West York, and at the

underground mine of Thomasville Stone and Lime Company at

Thomasville. Other lithologies found in this member in-

clude argillaceous limestones, laminated limestones, and

dolomite (some of this dolomite is physically indistinguish-

able from dolomite found in the Ledger Formation). The

thickness of this unit is highly variable, estimates

range from less than 300 ft. to over 1,000 ft. at

Thomasville and York Stone's Pit No. 1. Gohn attempts to

explain this variability by paleoslope position. Other

possible explanations will be entertained during the

course of the trip, especially at York Stone and Supply

Co. (Stop 4).

The upper most member of the Kinzers Formation has been

informally named the Longs Park Member by Gohn. The Longs

Park member typically consists of an interbedded sequence

of dark-colored, argillaceous limestones and dolomites and

dark shales. Gohn indicates that this member ranges in

thickness from approximately 150 to 170 ft. Other work

13



completed in this valley indicates that this member can vary

in thickness from a few feet to 100+ ft. in short lateral

distances. Stop 4 (Pit No. 2, York Stone and Supply) will

offer a first hand look at what might be Longs Park. Are

there any clues at this exposure that would indicate why

this member could be so variable? Fossils are locally

abundant in the Emigsville and Longs Park Members, according

to Gohn. Early Cambrian fossils are found in the Emigsville

Member and base of the Longs Park Member. Middle Cambrian

fossils appear in the upper section of the Longs Park Member.

Ledger Formation - The Ledger Formation is predominantly

composed of light-to medium-gray, occasionally mottled, coarse

to fine, crystalline dolomite. These dolomites are known

for their exceptional purity. The Ledger also occasionally

contains 1'ocal zones of pure white marble similar in appear-

ance to that found in the Thomasville Member of the Kinzers

Formation. The thickness of the Ledger can be highly vari-

able, ranging from an estimated 1,000 ft. to zero where it

was eroded prior to the deposition of the Conestoga Limestone.

The Ledger will be visited at Stops 4, 5, and 6. Compare the

thickness exposed at Stops 4 and 5. The Ledger is assigned

a middle Cambrian age solely on its stratigraphic position

because no fossils have ever been found.

Conestoga Formation - This formation is the youngest

carbonate unit exposed in York County. Gohn has informally

divided the Conestoga into three members (see Figure 3).

Two basal members are included: the West York Member

proximal to the shelf on the north side of the valley

14
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and the Kreutz Creek, the distal member on the south side

of the Valley. Both of these members are overlain by the

Wrightsville Member.

The West York Member is typically composed 0 to 300

ft. of thick-bedded, blue-gray, granular limestones, with

beds of coarse, limestone conglomerate. Gohn indicates

that this member overlies the Ledger Dolomite along the

north side of the valley. According to Gohn, the Kreutz

Creek, the basal Conestoga Member that occurs along the

south side of the valley, is composed of 50 to 100 ft. of

interbedded lithoclastic limestone, black phyllite, and

black, graphitic limestone. Where found it occurs above

the Vintage Dolomite.

The" upper member of the Conestoga, the Wrightsville,

is generally composed of an estimated 1900 to 2070 ft. of

blue-gray, massive to laminated, argillaceous or quartzose

limestones. Gohn indicates that this member can overlay

the West York and Kreutz Creek members of the Conestoga

Limestone, the Kinzers Formation, and possibly the Ledger

Dolomite. Which member of the Conestoga Limestone is

exposed in the creek bed at Stop No. 1? What member is

exposed in Pit No. 2., York Stone and Supply Co. at Stop

No. L?

Again, the difference in opinion concerning the nature

of the contact between the Conestoga limestone and the under-

lying carbonate rocks should be mentioned. Stose and Stose

(1944) and Gohn (1976) indicate that the contact represents

16



an unconformity, although they differ as to the exact nature

of the unconformity. Rodgers (1968) indicates that the

Conestoga is a deep water deposit contemporaneous with all

of the Cambrian carbonates, and that the argillaceous

members of the Kinzers Formation (Emigsville and Longs

Park) are tongues of Conestoga facies. Trip participants

should keep this difference of opinion in mind, especially

at Stop No. 4 where both basal Conestoga and the Longs Park

Member of the Kinzers Formation are exposed.

The Conestoga is basically unfossiliferous, but Gohn

indicates that the few fossils found indicate an upper

Cambrian to lower Ordovician age.

New Oxford Conglomerate -- This is a basal member of the

New Oxford Formation, which itself is the lower unit of the

Triassic Newark Group in this area. This conglomerate, which

will be observed at Stop No. 7, is typically a red quartzose

conglomerate. In the area of this stop the conglomerate

rises 100 ft. on the flanks of the hills and makes a low

bench on slopes in most places. The pebbles in the conglomerate

at this site typically consist of 0-30% quartz, 40 -65%

quartzite, and 30 to 35% sandstone (Glaeser, 1966) most prob-

ably derived from the Cambrian quartzites and sandstones just

to the south.

Metabasalt - Metabasalt, or "Greenstone" as it commonly

is known is typically a grayish-green to bluish-gray, hornblende

schist with green epidote which forms knots on weathered surfaces.

Some layers contain amygdules composed of quartz, calcite,

17



or epidote with clorite linings (Stose and Stose,l9LL). This

rock is believed to be of late Precambrian age based on its

stratigraphic position.

Geologic Structure

During the course of this field trip we would suggest

that the participants remain aware of the structures that

are visable at each site throughout the valley. Particular

attention should be given to the dearth of small scale fold

structures. Can a pattern be noted in the structural style?

How does the structural style noted in the York-Hanover Valley

compare with that of the Great Valley? What possibility

can be offered to explain any difference in the structural

styles between the two areas?

Folding - What will be encountered during this trip is a

series of broad open folds with near vertical axial planes,

an almost complete lack of any small scale or recumbent

folding, and a rarity of overturned beds. The closest

we will come to observing overturned beds will be at Stop

No. 1. The bedding at the Klines Quarry site is vertical

to very slightly overturned. This site is located near the

narrowest point in the valley. The strike of most of the folds

is parallel to the regional structure.

Faulting - The broad open folds noted in the county are

typically terminated or truncated by large-displacement high-

angle normal and reverse (thrust) faults. Difficulty has been

encountered when attempting to correlate units across these faults.

What might this lack of correlation across these faults suggest?

18



We believe many of these faults may have had a large strike

slip displacement. Almost all of the major faults at the

Baker Pit Stop No. 5, have slickensides that indicate strike-

slip movement. Faulting on all scales at many different orien-

tations is very much in evidence throughout the valley. Dating

the various faulting events should be enlightening. The effect

of Triassic faulting is also intriguing. It seems consistent

throughout the valley that most faulting is high angle (greater

than 450).

At none of the stops is any major or minor overthrusting

noted. Stop No. 6 has been included so that one of the

so-called major over-thrust faults mapped by Stose and Stose

may be observed. At this location Harpers Phyllite is in

fault contact with Ledger Dolomite. The trace of the fault

as exposed in the small pit is dipping fairly steeply indi-

cating a reverse (thrust) fault.

That overthrusting has played a role in the tectonic

history of the valley is evidenced by several faults such

as the Bethlehem Mines Corp. Quarry at Hanover where

lower Cambrian Clastics have been thrust over younger

carbonates at a low angle. Erosion has left these clastics

exposed as klippen (which were mapped by Stose and Stose).

However, it is possible that the importance of overthrusting

may have been overstressed. Trip participants are referred to

"Pennsylvania Geology" Vol. 14/6 "The Reading Hill Overthrust-

A Geologic Controversy - Jonas vs. Miller", for a possible

explanation of why so many overthrusts have been mapped in the
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valley. (George Stose and Anna Jonas visited Scotland in 1922

where low angle overthrusts were found and this seems to have

influenced their later mapping in the U.S.). It may be possible

that some large strike slip faults or reverse faults were mapped

as overthrust by Stose and Jonas.

Small scale normal and reverse faulting is pervasive

throughout the valley. We will see this at most stops.

Tectonic Significance

One very important question we would like the partici-

pants to ponder is the tectonic significance of this area.

We see a structural fabric that appears less complicated

than the Great Valley or the Piedmont. The metamorphic

rank appears greater than the Great Valley but less than

the Piedmont. Does this suggest the metamorphic rank is

primarily the result of burial rather than orogenesis?

Is the York Valley the back side of the Great Valley

Nappe complex or is the structural style incompatible

with this position; or, was it partially overriden by

the Nappe complex..

Does the York Valley demonstrate an enigmatic degree

of deformation (less than expected?) that presents diffi-

culty in placing its tectonic position within the overall

orogenic history of the lower Paleozoic in this region?

In Lancaster County, Wise, Freedman, and Henderson (1968)

mapped a structural boundary (a two-mile wide zone) that they

called the Donegal Springs Disturbed Zone (see Figure 1). South of

the zone open folds with steeply dipping axial planes and little or no
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overturning are common and north of the zone recumbent

structures are found. One interpretation of the Donegal

Springs Disturbed Zone given was Nappes and thrusts over-

riding the depositional edge of the Cocalico (Martinsburg

Shale). They postulated a continuation to the west of the

disturbed zone under the Triassic and possibly emerging at

the end of the South Mountain uplift. This would take the

zone north of the York Valley under the Triassic and would

place the York Valley south of the zone in the less deformed

domain. We agree with this senario and the structural style

of the York Valley is consistent with that projection, and

we support the concept of 
nappe 

and thrust overriding as

a possible explanation for the variation in structural

style on either side of the zone.

If the York Valley represents a structurally sheltered

terrain with a northern boundary beyond which structural

complexity increases, then a southern boundary may exist

connecting the Nappe front with its root zone. The root

zone possibilities include Stases' Stoner overthrust,

the Martic Line, or it is possible that the original

boundary has itself been overthrust by later tectonic

transport.

The relatively less deformed areas south of the Donegal

Springs disturbed zone in York and Lancaster Counties may

simply be a large slice of the Taconic (?) Orogen that was

sheltered tectonicly by a coincidence of position. The

Nappe development history of eastern Pennsylvania is un-

doubtedly extremely complex consisting of many structural
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elements, and, it is logical to assume that not all

elements will be equally deformed.

FIELD TRIP ROAD LOG AND STOP DESCRIPTIONS

Incre-- Cumula-
mental tive
Mileage Mileage

START. Trip leaves from front of telephone booth
on main drive of Harrisburg Area Community College.
EXIT HACC Campus turning LEFT to Industrial Road.

0.4 0.4 STOP Sign. TURN LEFT onto Industrial Road.

0.2 0.6 STOP Light. TURN RIGHT onto Cameron Street and
continue to Middletown.

1.6 2.2 Pass under State Street Bridge. Building ahead on
right, 100 N. Cameron Street, was site of PA.
Geological Survey (ground floor) during Agnes
flood of 1972. Flood level reached ceiling of
ground floor. Building flooded half way to
ceiling in 1936.

0.7 2.9 Berryhill Street on left leads to Stop 2 of 2nd
Annual HAGS field trip.

1.6 4.5 Gibson Street on left leads to Stop 3 of 2nd
Annual HAGS field trip. Cameron Street is now
Front Street. Route continues through Steelton.

6.7 11.2 STOP Light at Middletown Borough boundary just
past Penn State Capitol Campus on left.
TURN RIGHT onto PA Route 441 and cross bridge.

0.1 11.3 STOP Sign. TURN RIGHT, THEN LEFT following PA
Route 441 South.

3.2 14.5 TMI Visitors Center on left, site of Stop 4 of 2nd
Annual HAGS field trip, and TMI nuclear plant on
right.

2.4 16.9 On right is access road to PA Fish Commission
Falmouth Access area. This is an optional stop
(2nd Annual HAGS field trip). Drive 0.1 mile to
north end of parking lot. Potholes in diabase
sill are exposed along bank of the Susquehanna
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Incre-- Cumula-
mental tive
Mileage Mileage

River when water is low. Best procedure is to
walk north along river observing rocks and pot-
holes as far as the second metal power line where
potholes are the largest and best developed.
Return to the parking lot is simplest along a
trail just toward the river from the railroad
track. Total walking distance is about 1 mile.

11.2 28.1 Pull off area at south end of bridge is parking
area for Stop 5 of 2nd Annual HAGS field trip.

1.4 29.5 Cross over U.S. Route 30.

0.5 30.0 STOP LIGHT. TURN RIGHT onto PA Route 462 West.

1.5 31.5 Cross the Susquehanna River to Wrightsville.
TURN RIGHT at end of bridge onto PA Route 624.

0.1 31.6 TURN RIGHT under bridge.

0.5 32,1 TURN RIGHT into County Line Quarry. Stop 1.
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Stop 1. County Line Quarry (Formerly Kline's Quarry)

As was pointed out in the introduction, the sediments of

the York Valley can be grossly divided into a lower clastic group

and an upper carbonate group (which contains minor clastic parts).

At the County Line Quarry the boundary between these two major

subdivisions has been exposed by extensive quarrying.

Figure 4 shows the eastern highwall in the old part

of the quarry. The beds are either nearly vertical in dip

or sometimes slightly overturned. As you will see as the trip

develops, overturned beds are rare on the York Valley. We will

be examining this exposure to find the contact between the Vintage

Dolomite and the Antietam Formation. The contact seems to be

gradational with interbedded carbonate and clastic materials

between the all carbonate Vintage and all clastic Antietam.

Please refer to Figure 2. for stratigraphic orientation.

For a description of the Vintage and Antietam Formations

refer to the introduction. This exposure exhibits some interest-

ing bed thickness changes. What is your opinion? Are they

structural (e.g., wedge fault) or stratigraphic (e.g., cut and fill)?

Disseminated sulphide mineralization is reported

near the contact (see Smith (1977) for a more

complete description of the sulfide mineralization). Can you

find it? There are some large boulders that have been placed

near the scale house to prevent vehicles from accidentally driving

into the creek. One of these boulders appears to be part Vintage

and part Antietam. This particular boulder shows anastomosing

sulphide veinlets containing pyrite and sphalerite(?).
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The Conestoga Limestone is exposed in the creek bed north

of the scale house. Stose mapped a thin section of the Kinzers

Formation between the Vintage and the Conestoga but there does

not seem to be any exposure of the Kinzers today. The lower

contact of the Conestoga Formation has been recognized as an

disconformity (see Figure 2). Here it is overlying a

thin (partially eroded?) Kinzers section (questionably present)

or the Vintage Dolomite. We will be seeing the Conestoga Formation

again at York Stone and Supply Pit 2. where it overlies the

Ledger Formation which is much higher stratigraphically.

At the County Line Quarry crushed stone and mineral

aggregate for asphaltic and portland cement concrete is

produced.

Incre- Cumula-
mental tive
Mileage Mileage

LEAVE County Line Quarry. TURN LEFT onto PA
Route 624.

0.5 32.6 TURN LEFT to PA Route 642.

0.1 32.7. Join PA Route 642. CONTINUE Straight Ahead.

o.6 33.3 TURN RIGHT onto Coal Creek Road towards U.S. Rte.30.

0.8 34.1 Cross U.S. Route 30, TURN LEFT onto U.S. Route 30 West.

4 .9 39.0 Shoe house on left by overpass.

4.6 43.6 TURN RIGHT onto Eden Road.

0.4 44.0 TURN LEFT onto Sand Bank Road to York Stone and
Supply Company's Silica Rock Quarry.

0.2 44.2 PARK inside cabled entrance. STOP 2.
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Stop 2. Neumans Quarry (York Stone and Supply)

At the Neumans Quarry the Chickies and Harpers Formations

are exposed in dipping beds striking about N 10 E

and dipping about 30 NW. The Chickies Formation is the oldest

clastic unit of the York Valley sequence. Here it is composed

of vitreous and granular orthoquartzite. The trace fossil

scolithus , a worm borrow, is abundant. Cross bedding is also

well illustrated. The sedimentological evidence suggest a

beach-dune environment. Thin (in the range of 1-10 centi-

meters) phyllite beds occur periodically suggesting lower

energy mud flat (?) deposition.

The western cut of the quarry exposes the overlying

Harpers Formation. A thick phyllite bed marks its lower

part but it grades upward to greywacke sandstone which

is the composition of most of the hundred or so stratigraphic

feet exposed in various cuts.

The Neumans Quarry is intermittently worked for brick

glazing material and aggregate for asphaltic and portland

cement concrete. During earlier stages of quarrying a

residual sand which developed on the Chickies quartzite

was mined. The Chickies is also suitable for manufacture

of sand.

Incre- Cumula-
mental tive
Mileage Mileage

LEAVE parking area and return to U.S. Route 30 via
Sand Bank and Eden Roads.

0.6 44.8 TURN RIGHT onto U.S. Route 30 West.

o.6 45.4 Pass under Interstate 83. Get in left lane.

0 .3 45.7 TURN LEFT onto Susquehanna Trail and immediately
to RIGHT into McDonald's Parking Lot. Stop 3.
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Stop 3. On Route 30; Junction of Susquehanna Trail - the

cut west of the fast food establishments.

Here we see a recurrence of clastic sedimentation, in

this case a phyllite (pelite), above the Vintage Dolomite

( not exposed). This phyllite is perhaps the most distinctive

marker unit in the otherwise predominantly carbonate rocks

lying above the Antietam. This phyllite is the lower

member of the Kinzers Formation and was designated the

Emigsville member by Gohn (see Figure 2). It forms low

ridges and hills throughout the York Valley.

Here there appears to be a dominate foliation which we

suggest may be a cleavage parallel to bedding. Can you

detect any evidence that the cleavage is not parallel

to bedding?

more- Cumula-
mental tive
Mileage Mileage

LEAVE parking lot and TURN LEFT onto Susquehanna
Trail and immediately LEFT onto U.S. Route 30 West.

1.2 46.9 TURN LEFT onto Roosevelt Avenue (Denny's Resturant
on right, get into left lane at Two Guys Mall on
right).

0.8 47.7 TURN RIGHT onto Fahs Street toward York Stone
and Supply Company.

0.1 47.8 Entrance to York Stone and Supply Company. STOP 4.
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Stop 4
• York Stone and Supply; Pit 2.

A generalized geologic map of the York Stone and Supply

property with a cross section are provided as Figure 5. In

this quarry three formations are well exposed, the Conestoga,

the Ledger, and the Kinzers. The following important geologic

features will be viewed and discussed:

1. The character of the Conestoga Formation and the dis-

conformable contact between it and the underlying

Ledger Formation.

2. The highly deformed internal character of the Ledger Formation.

3. The contact between the Ledger Formation and the underlying

Kinzers Formation. Is it conformable?

4. The structure of the property - a broad open syncline (Pit 1.)

truncated by a large high angle fault.

5. The character of the Kinzers Formation and how parts of

it can be confused with either the Conestoga or Ledger

Formations.

We will start at the contact between the Conestoga Formation

and the underlying Ledger (location 4a on Figure 5). Recall

that we saw the Conestoga Formation at Stop 1 overlying the

Vintage/Kinzers. The Ledger is stratigraphically above the

Kinzers (refer to Figure 2) which points out the regional

disconformity at the base of the Conestoga. A conglomerate

is present at this contact. Above the conglomerate

are shaley layers. The main body of the Conestoga above the

conglomerate and shaley layers is a rather homogeneous, thick-

bedded, black (carbonaceous) limestone. A small chert layer

is present on the bench above the road.
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From the Conestoga-Ledger contact proceed as indicated

on Figure 5 along a ramp and down to lower lifts in the quarry.

Along the way you will progress stratigraphically down through

the Ledger Formation (in the area near location 4b).

The Ledger Formation is recognizable as the thick (hundreds

of feet), generally coarse-grained, light-colored, pure dolomite

of the sequence. Its overall purity is remarkable,consisting

in many cases of 99 percent theoretical dolomite. Lenses

of impure dolomite and rarely white marble which appear sproadic-

ally may represent pre-dolomitized parent material. The

extent to which it has been internally fractured is impressive.

Bedding is very nearly completely obliterated. The Conestoga

above and the Kinzers below do not show this degree of deformation.

We suggest that the cause of the deformation may be associated

with the dolomitization.

Quarrying activities in the Ledger around 1975 exposed an

impressive sphalerite show. A report of this mineralization

can be found in Smith (1976). Some of this show is still

exposed and will be located for interested parties.

The contact between the Ledger and Kinzers Formations

can be seen at location 4c (on Figure 5). This same strati-

graphic position can be viewed near the top of the east high-wall

of the quarry. Figure 6 is a portion of the contact at

location 4c. It would appear that there are missing beds

( roughly 10 ft.) that have been eroded away along part of

the contact. No disconformity has been suggested for the Ledger-
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Kinzers contact in the literature, but, it would help explain the

sharp break between the argillaceous basinal material of the Longs

Park Member and the exceptionally pure shelf carbonates of the

Ledger Formation. We solicitate your comments regarding the

plausibility of a disconformity here.

The gray-brown beds beneath the Ledger mark the top of the

Kinzers Formation. Actually, in some places this gray-brown

unit is a shale (carbonate content weathered out or very low)

and here the insoluble content is 37 percent. It is also

distinctively pyritic. Gohn (see Figure 2) refers to this

upper shale as the Longs Park Member. Field trip''Co-Leader

Dave Hopkins has speculated that the Longs Park "shale"

formed a ponding barrier above which dolomitization was

very complete and below which dolomitization is spotty and

generally incomplete.

Below the shale is the Thomasville Member (Gohn's terminology:

see Figure 2.) of the Kinzers Formation consisting of alternating

limestones and dolomites of a myriad of colors and purities.

Some of the dolomite is remarkably similar to the Ledger

Formation except that the thicknesses of the units are small

(less than foot to maybe tens of feet) compared to the massive

thickness of the continuous Ledger dolomite. Minor sphalerite

also occurs in some of these dolomites. The Kinzers dolomites

also have a strong tendency to grade laterally into a more

calcitic compositions often changing color at the boundary.

Even so, there is a considerable problem mapping small

exposures of dolomite and assigning the proper formation,

either Ledger or Kinzers. The variety of rock types

characteristic of the Kinzers will be seen in a drive through
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of Pit 1 (see Figure 5). Most noteable are the white "marbles"

which are chemically pure (usually less than 2% insoluble content

and 93-97 % CaCfl3) and are mined for white calcium carbonate

fillers also called whiting. Other limestones and mixed carbonates

are used for agricultural limestone and fertilizer fillers.

Aggregate is produced from all of the formations.

The cross-section (Figure 5) illustrates the general

structure of the York Stone & Supply property. In Pit 1

a broad open asymmetric syncline has been delineated. In the

western end of the Pit the base of the Ledger Formation is

exposed just above the Longs Park Member of the Kinzers

Formation, but the Longs Park Member and the Ledger Formation

have been caught up in a mega-breccia (the origin of which

remains uncertain). The rest of Pit 1 exposes the myriad

rock types of the Kinzers Formation over a stratigraphic

thickness estimated at 1200 ft. A large high angle

(shown as vertical) fault exists between Pits 1 and 2.

Drill data in Pit 2 indicates a much smaller thickness

of about 360 ft. for the Kinzers Formation. In many ways

York Stone & Supply illustrates a recurrent structural style

of the York Valley, that is; broad open folds truncated by

large high angle faults across which stratigraphic thick

-ness and correlations are generally difficult. It may be

speculated that some movement on these large faults have a

considerable strike slip aspect such that a stratigraphic

match would not be expected directly across and normal to

the fault.
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These high angle faults have the effect of dividing the

York Valley into blocks which are internally quite simple

(not considering complex dolomitization patterns and some

enigmatic sedimentology),but which are difficult to map

across. Stose identified some of these faults as

overthrust and we will visit another at Stop 6.

At York Stone and Supply there are a profusion of small

high angle reverse and normal faults (often forming 
harst 

and

graben structures), a dearth of small scale folds, and the strati-

graphy is right side up.

On the way to Stop 5 we will pass by the former Medusa

Cement Quarry (now owned by Westgate Quarry, Inc.). A

simplified cross section is shown below in Figure 7. This

is yet another example of the broad open folds that character-

ize the structural style of the York Valley. This synclinal

structure is truncated by a large high angle normal fault

to the west (at an orientation normal to the section shown).

Here again, small scale folds are rare and small to moderate

scale high angle faulting is pervasive.

Incre- Cumula-
mental tive
Mileage Mileage

LEAVE York Stone and Supply Company and return
to U.S. Route 30 via Fahs Street and Roosevelt
Avenue

0.9 48.7 TURN LEFT onto U.S. Route 30 West.

0.8 49.5 EXIT RIGHT to PA Route 74.

0.3 49.8 TURN LEFT at Stoplight onto PA Route 74 South.

0.5 50.3 TURN RIGHT onto Seward Street (McDonald's on left).

0 . 2 50.5 TURN RIGHT onto Bannister Street.
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mere- Cumula-
mental tive
Mileage Mileage

1.3 51.8 BEAR RIGHT onto PA Route 234 at stop sign.

0. L 	52,2 Entrance to Westgate Quarry, Inc. Formerly
the Medusa Cement Quarry on right.

khy

j^ r _ —__ __ K— Fawrnon

Figure 7. Generalized cross section of
Westgate (Formerly Medusa) Quarry.

0.3 52.5 Large roadcut on right is in Longs Park
Member of the Kinzers Formation.

0.6 53.1 TURN LEFT onto Baker Road.

0.6 53.7 TURN RIGHT into J. E. Baker Company. Stop 5.
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J. E. Baker Company Pit

Stop 5.

The quarry of the J. E. Baker Company located just west

of the city of York is located in the middle Cambrian Ledger

Formation. Immediately to the north is the unconformable

contact with Triassic Newark Group.

It is the unique features associated with this uncon-

formable contact that will be of interest at this site.

Stratigraphy - The J. E. Baker Company's Quarry is located

in a thick sequence of very high purity dolomite of the middle

Cambrian Ledger Formation. No other Cambrian formations

are exposed within the confines of the pit, but rock

resembling the Longs Park Member of the Kinzers Formation

has been identified from deep diamond core drilling (Figure 9).

Little in the way of sedimentary structures are found in this quarry

due to the recrystallized nature of the dolomite. Relic

oolitic zones that survived recrystallization have recently

been identified that give an excellent indication of bedding.

These oolites appear spherical and undeformed. The pure

nature of most of the carbonates, and the presence of the

oolitic zones indicate that this was most probably a shelf

derived carbonate.

Preserved along the south side of the west face of the

quarry are unique features associated with a previous unconform-

ity between the Ledger Formation and overlapping Triassic
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sediments (see Figure 8). Erosion has removed former overlying

Triassic sediments which now occur 1,000 ft. to the northwest.

Future quarry expansion will expose this unconformity in approxi-

mately ten years.

A series of Triassic Age caves(?) that were filled with

red mud, now shale, are exposed in the quarry face. In some

areas large and small blocks of dolomite are found within the

shale and could indicate roof falls within the caves. Shale in

these caves shows bedding that is typically parallel to the cave

floor. Core drilling has indicated that the main zone of this

shale contamination strikes in a southwesterly direction back

from the face and continues for about 500 ft.

Another feature exposed in this face is a large zone (approxi-

mately 70 ft. wide) of Triassic breccia consisting of dolomite

cemented with red shale. This deposit resembles a fanglomerate

that is common along the northern Triassic contact and found at

isolated localities along the southern border. Similar deposits

that have since been quarried out were found 2 mile south of the

present Triassic border. The phenoclasts at this location are

typically angular, and range in size from small chips to large

boulders, all chaotically arranged. All phenoclasts appear to be

locally derived. Evidence suggests that most are probably from the

sides of the cave/sink/scarp? No quartz or quartzite phenoclasts were

noted. Another smaller zone to the northeast contains some

white marble Triassic breccia.

What is your opinion of these features. How were they formed?

Why are these features localized in a narrow zone?
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Structure - The Ledger Dolomite at this site again

occurs in a large open fold that is occasionally offset by

large faults (Figure 9). The beds generally dip about 22°

to the south. A profuse number of small scale high

angle faults are present and many of these faults con-

tain slickensides that indicate that the last movement

along the faults was typically strike slip. Some poss-

ible thrust faults can be observed, but no overthrusts

are known.

Topic for Discussion

1.) What is the nature of the high purity white marble

areas exposed in the quarry?

2.) what causes the intense internal fracturing of the

Ledger Formation?

Economic Geology - The high purity Ledger Dolomite at

this location is used to produce a variety of refractory

products for use in the steel, cement and lime industries.

The Baker Company is the only producer in the U.S. of a

refractory dolomite brick.

Other products produced from this pit include agri-

cultural dolomite and mineral fillers.
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Incre- Cumula-
mental tive
Mileage Mileage

LEAVE J. E. Baker Company. TURN RIGHT onto Baker Road.

0.5 54.2 TURN LEFT onto U.S. Route 30 East.

0.3 54.5 CONTINUE STRAIGHT AHEAD on PA Route 462.
U.S. Route 30 bears right.

0 . 8 55.3 PULL OFF into parking area on RIGHT side of road.
Stop 6.
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Stop 6. Gnatstown Overthrust

This stop will allow us to examine one of the major"over-

thrusts" that was mapped by Stose and Jonas, the Gnatstown

Overthrust. This fault is exposed in a small pit on the south

side of PA Rte. 462 just west of West York.

The Gnatstown overthrust is one of several major over-

thrusts that Stose and Jonas mapped as being parallel to the

regional strike of the York-Hanover Valley. The Gnatstown can

be traced from the Pigeon Hills eastward through its possible

extension, the Highmont Overthrust, to its termination at the

Susquehanna River along the Chickies Overthrust. At this loca-

tion Harpert Phyllite has been thrust over Ledger Dolomite. As

you recall the Harper's Phyllite is the middle formation of the

lower Cambrian clastic sequence, (Stops 1 and 2), and the

Ledger Dolomite is the last conformable unit in the carbonate

sequence (Stops 4 and 5), so the stratigraphic throw along

this fault is considerable with the Antietam, Vintage, Kinzers,

and a large part of the Ledger formation cut out.

Structure - What will be noted at this site is the

termination of a small anticline against the Gnatstown

Overthrust. This small anticline known as the Pottery Hill

anticline has an axis that trends east, and is cored by

phyllite of the Harpers Formation. Surrounding this core

is quartzite of the Antietam Formation, and to the southeast

Vintage Dolomite is found in a normal stratigraphic sequence.

The actual fault may be observed in the small pit.
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Stose and Jonas indicated a dip of 55 0 SE for the fault

plane at this location. The back wall of the pit is

composed of Harper's Phyllite, and the rock at the entrance

to the pit at the left is Ledger Dolomite. Bedding is rarely

noted in the Ledger Dolomite Formation, but at this location

it typically strikes east-west and dips approximately 40° to the north.

Topics For Discussion.

1.) Is this actually an overthrust or just a large dis-

placement reverse fault?

Note that several areas of Kinzers Formation that were

mapped by Stose and Jonas as klippen from this fault

are now thought to be in normal stratigraphic sequence.

York Stone and Supply Company, stop 4. was thought to

be in one klippen, and the West Gate or Medusa Quarry

was thought to be in another klippen. Extensive quarry openings

demonstrate that these klippen do not exist.

2.) Can any small scale structures be noted along this

thrust plane? What does this suggest?

3.) Can bedding within the Harper's Phyllite be discerned

at this location?

LEAVE parking area, turn around and head
west on PA Route 462.

0.6 55.9 CONTINUE STRAIGHT AHEAD on U.S. Route 30 West.

3.1 59.0 Road on left leads to Thomasville Stone Quarry.

As we travel along this section of Rte. 30 the Triassic

border is located just to the north, until we reach the vicinity

of LaBatt where we cross into the Triassic basin. By all
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indications the Triassic border at Thomasville is a simple

overlap as indicated along most of the southern border of the

basin. There are also many examples proving the border once

extended even farther south than its present location (Stop 4.

Baker Pit), but has since eroded back.

Cloos and Pettijohn(1973),presented a paper that

indicates that the southern border of the Triassic is not

always a simple overlap as previously supposed. Cloos

drilled a hole a few hundred feet within the Triassic rocks

at Thomasville, and fully expected to contact Paleozoic

carbonates at a depth of 100 to 150 ft. based on observed

dips in the Triassic. Instead of contacting the carbonates

at the expected depth, he encountered 805 ft. of Triassic-

like sediments before entering the expected Cambrian sequence.

The Triassic-like sediments included 265 ft. of limestone

conglomerate at the base.

Based on these limited results it appears that the

southern border of the Triassic basin might not be as simple

as previously thought, at least in this area. This anomalous

Triassic sequence is also difficult to explain by faulting,

because the basal Kinzers phyllite (the Emigsville member) was

encountered at the base of the hole at the expected depth.

Considering the Triassic infiltration features seen in

the Ledger Formation at the J.E. Baker Pit, we believe it

would be a good idea to re-examine the core (if available)

to ascertain whether or not the conglomerate penetrated might

be an infiltration feature itself. At the Baker Pit core
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drilling has penetrated such features at depths of about 200 ft.

In the old Medusa Quarry Triassic infiltration can be seen

filling probable faults at high angles in the Kinzers Forrna-

tion to depths exceeding 100 ft. The maximum depth of

these infiltration features is unknown.
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from Cloos and Pettijohn (1973).

7.5 66.5 LOOP AROUND Square and go LEFT on PA Route l94
at A bbottstown.

1.5 68.0 TURN LEFT onto Maple Grove Road.

0.2 68.2 TURN RIGHT onto Beaver Creek Road. Note Triassic
fanglomerates on left.

0.2 68.4 Road junction. TURN VEHICLE AROUND. Park along
berm near junction. STOP 7.
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Stop 7. Abbottstown

This stop will examine the unconformity with the greatest

time gap exposed in the county. At this site we will observe

New Oxford Conglomerate of Triassic Age unconformably over-

lying Catoctin type metabasalt of Precambrian age.

This location clearly shows the overlapping nature of

the Triassic unconformity that is thought to define the

Triassic basin along most of the southern border.

The New Oxford Conglomerate at this site is composed

mainly of fragments of quartzite, quartz and sandstone.

These fragments were most probably derived locally from

the Antietam, Harpers and Chickies clastic formations

(Glaeser, 1966) that are exposed just to the south, and

were probably deposited in an alluvial fan adjacent

to the upland. Stose and Stose(1944)also state that

the coarse conglomerate in this area contains pebbles

of epidote, slate, and volcanic rocks.

Stose and Stose(1944)indicated that the coarse

conglomerate beds at this stop dip 10
0
 NW. This is one

of the lowest dips measured along this basal conglomerate.

Most dips average between 20 to 40°.

Unfortunately, the exact unconformable contact is not actually

visable at this site and the metabasalt is poorly exposed,

but the nature of the contact is easily inferred.
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Structure - Little in the way of structure is visable

at this stop. The Triassic New Oxford Conglomerate dips

gently to the northwest. To the west of this site parallel

to PA Rte. 194 a large fault offsets the Triassic border by

approximately 2,000 ft.

Topics for Discussion.

1.) Does the metabasalt exposed at this site represent

the basement? What is beneath the metabasalt?

2.) Can any comparisons be drawn between the Triassic

deposits exposed at this site and those exposed

at Stop 4, the Baker Pit?

END of field trip. RETURN to PA Route 194 via
Beaver Creek and Maple Grove Roads. Simplest
return to Harrisburg is via PA Route 194 North
to Route 74 to U.S. Route 15 North at Dillsburg.
Alternate route is via PA Route 194 North to
Abbottstown, U.S. Route 30 East to Interstate 83
North at York.
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